
How Headphones 
Enhance the Benefits of 
The Listening Program®
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The brain is musical. Neuroscience has proven through functional brain imaging that 

when we listen to music, virtually the whole brain is involved. When you listen through 

headphones, the acoustic elements of sound are captured and enhanced with a more direct 

pathway from the ear to the brain.

The Listening Program is more than just beautiful music; 

it is specially recorded music integrated with advanced 

neuroacoustic modifications developed by experts at 

Advanced Brain Technologies with award winning musicians 

and audio engineers. 

The music was designed to be enjoyable and to have an 

impact on our brains, bodies, and emotions, which is why pre-

recorded music was simply not an option for TLP. Our intention 

was to touch the heart and change the brain of those who 

experience it. Our high standards for evidence-based music 

and innovative approach toward neuroacoustic processing 

require original productions and headphone delivery. 

The Listening Program has numerous neuroacoustic 

modifications found in our specially engineered music 

that use the natural elements of sound delivered through 

headphones. The purpose is to enhance our perception of 

musical complexity, tone density, spatial training, frequency 

Neuroacoustic Modifications
focus and volume dynamics. The listener will move gradually 

through a sequence of training intensity to provide a balance 

of stimulation and grounding support. 

One of the ground-breaking TLP neuroacoustic modifications is Spatial 

Surround, which stimulates the perception of sound all around you, and 

includes movements of individual instruments or nature sounds. Spatial 

Surround is exclusive to The Listening Program and helps improve 

discrimination of frequency, volume, time and spatial location.  

These are all skills a student needs to successfully participate in a noisy 

classroom environment while focusing on listening to his or her teacher, 

for example. 

SPATIAL SURROUND
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We live in a three-dimensional world and rely on our 

auditory system to tell us where our body is in space and 

to inform us if our environment is safe. We developed the 

Waves Bone Conduction Audio System to integrate the 

two natural ways our brains receive auditory information to 

provide more complete auditory training and improve our 

perception of our world. 

Waves is a Multi-Sensory Bone Conduction Audio System 

and combines the experience of listening to TLP through 

modified headphones adding subtle, synchronized acoustic 

vibration of the skin and skeletal system, engaging the 

whole body and brain in the listening process. This multi-

sensory approach accelerates and expands the benefits of 

The Listening Program. 

Headphones with Bone and Air Conduction

Our hearing is an incredibly elegant system. Our ears enclose a fine-

tuned piece of biological machinery that converts the cacophony of 

vibrations in the air around us into precisely tuned electrical impulses 

that distinguish claps, taps, sighs and flies.

Douglas L. Oliver 

Watch “ The Science of Hearing ” to follow sound on 
its journey into the ear. 

There is so much that went into the development of The 

Listening Program which has helped children and adults 

achieve exciting outcomes in language development, 

sensory processing skills, fine and gross motor coordination, 

memory and thinking skills, emotional wellness and more.

https://youtu.be/LkGOGzpbrCk
https://youtu.be/LkGOGzpbrCk
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Discover how to choose the right headphones to achieve 

the optimal benefit from The Listening Program.

View List

The goal for every TLP listener is to feel safe, relaxed and receptive 

to listening training. To accomplish this, we are happy to share 

some success tips we’ve heard from parents and TLP Providers 
over the past 20 years to help children enjoy wearing headphones. 

View Tips

The ideal listening environment is quiet and distraction free 

to enjoy a moment of relaxation. If preferred, listeners can 

enjoy quiet and/or creative activities including coloring, 
clay or swinging. Ask your TLP Provider for more ideas. 

View Activities

TLP Headphone Resources

APPROVED HEADPHONES

HEADPHONE TRAINING TIPS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

RECOMMENDED ACTIVITIES

Full list of resources can be found at advancedbrain.com/resources/listener-resources

https://s3.amazonaws.com/wpuploads.us-east-abt/content/uploads/2020/08/25222802/TLP-Approved-Headphones.pdf
https://advancedbrain.com/blog/the-listening-program-recommended-listening-activities/
http://adbn.co/hphones
https://advancedbrain.com/resources/listener-resources
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This guide introduces listeners to Waves, a Multi-Sensory Audio System utilizing bone 

conduction technology combined with air conduction created for The Listening Program 

by Advanced Brain Technologies.

View Guide

TLP Headphone Resources

WAVES BONE CONDUCTION AUDIO SYSTEM OPERATION GUIDE 

This guide lists the supplies and steps to safely sanitize 

your headphones.

View Guide

SANITIZING HEADPHONES

Our friendly experts are ready to answer your questions at 801-622-5676 or  info@advancedbrain.com 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/wpuploads.us-east-abt/content/uploads/2021/02/03224016/Sanitize-Headphonesv2.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/wpuploads.us-east-abt/content/uploads/2018/12/20221610/Waves-Operation-Guide-2.pdf


advancedbrain.com

Connect with Us

https://advancedbrain.com
https://www.facebook.com/AdvancedBrainTechnologies
https://twitter.com/advancedbrain
https://www.instagram.com/advancedbraintechnologies/
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